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ABSTRACT
The spinal cord and heart in the body are major organs. Diagnosis of diseases in these organs is very
complex using MRI and CT images. The conventional methods like post segmentation, pre-image
processing, and text feature extraction mechanisms cannot handle accurate diagnosis. Therefore, advanced techniques are needed. In this work, pixel-based convolution neural networks with centered deep
learning processes are proposed to cross over the problems. The projected PCNN has four pixel-based
convolution neural networks. Here disease objects are identified through grading framework. The entire
mechanism is working based on sequential part of PCNN segmentation process. The spinal cord and
heart image MRI-based diagnosis process is very difficult with conventional methods. But the proposed
method provides accurate results and outperforms the standard methodology performance measures in
accuracy, precision, and F1score.
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INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth in deep learning technology it can provide extreme results in image processing and
any application specific feature extraction. Especially MRI medical image features are extracted through
lower, front, up and down view disease diagnosis is very critical. These problems are overcome by proposed PCNN deep learning technology. The LBP and HBP mechanisms are very useful and creating
pixel-based repair in processing time. It is usually very complex through old conventional methods. The
nature of MRI image features extraction and disease finding is very simple through proposed PCNN
process. The behaviors of abnormal conditions in MRI, heart and spine treatment are very difficult to
track the exact damaged area. This can be very easy through proposed PCNN deep learning mechanism. The multi scale and slices segmentation process is extracting the pixels, where disease is located
(Ahammad, S. H., 2020). The SVM model was trained using 1,040 pictures from 26 pregnant women
and evaluated with 800 photographs from a different group of 24% women. The suggested approach
has a successfulness of 97.12% on the training dataset and 94.2% on the test set. In 45 of the instances,
the trained support vector machine model correctly identified the appropriate needles injection location
(intervertebral area) using 46 off-line recorded Scans (Ahammad, S. H.2019).
The continuous monitorization of MRI medical image process providing an accurate observation
result. But this functionality is very difficult by using machines and humans. Therefore, a deep learning
mechanism is called to promote above complex work to make easy. In this impartial addition to marketing to mind when you think of any picture classification or image segmentation. Maybe something more
along the lines of: provide a 512x512 picture as an input and receive a 10x1 classifier result. In the middle,
there are convolution and max-pooling layers, which gradually reduce picture resolution yet preserving
essential characteristics. Rather than using a traditional neural net like the one described above, Google
Research and Brain Team developed SpineNet at CVPR-2020. This network, which comprises of scalepermuted intermediate features and bridge, may be a viable solution for a variety of extracting features
purposes such as object recognition and picture classifications (Ahammad, S. K., 2018) .
In this discussion the calculations of spinal cord extraction very difficult in shape or appearance point
of view. The adjusted conventional models can’t suggest by researchers and scientist due to performance
and accuracy point of view. The past mechanisms and their applications are majorly depending on old
programming languages, those are not that much robust. The programming methods like python and
spring java providing accurate image training mechanism and easily getting disease diagnosis area as
well as location(Ahammad, S. H., 2019)..
The Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTMN) is an enhanced RNN (sequential network) that
enables information to be stored indefinitely. It can deal bwith the vanishing gradient issue that RNN
has. For permanent memory, an RNN, also known as CNN model, is employed. Let’s suppose you recall
the prior scene when viewing a video or you know what occurred in the previous chapter while reading a book. RNNs operate in a similar way; they remember past information and utilize it to update the
financial input. Because of the diminishing gradient, RNNs are unable to recall long-term connections.
Long-term dependence issues are expressly avoided using LSTMs (Vijaykumar, G.2017). In this case,
the encoding features extracted (which may also be used for picture classification) and the decoding
recovers those features to give bounding box localization. Encoders and decoders are often linked using residual connections (ResNet) to preserve essential information by combining features from various resolutions. This encoder is a scale-decrease network, which has also been utilized in YOLOv3,
Faster-RCNN, and other models, and is often referred to as a model’s backbone. The rationale for this
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